LAND ANYWHERE, EXPLORE EVERYWHERE.
Airlander 10 is the revolutionary new concept in luxury adventure travel. Capable of landing and taking off from virtually any flat surface – on land, at sea, on ice, or in the desert – Airlander 10 opens up previously inaccessible areas of the planet to adventure and exploration.

Cruise the sky without limits
Airlander 10 can land and take off from any flat surface, meaning it’s not restricted by traditional infrastructure like roads, ports, and runways. With Airlander, passengers can be safely set down in some of the world’s most remote and inaccessible locations.

Truly experience flight
An exceptionally quiet and stable aircraft, Airlander offers passengers a completely different experience of flight. There is no distracting roar of the engine. No need to remain seated throughout the flight. No rush to arrive. Just the chance to savour the whole journey as new landscapes emerge and unfold below.

Key capabilities
• Three-day expedition with up to 19 passengers plus crew (or up to 10 tonnes of equipment) at up to 10,000 feet
• Can accommodate a variety of layouts and amenities, including reception areas, on-board catering and hosting facilities, en-suite cabins, and flexible seating options

How Airlander transforms the experience of flight:
• Full-height windows allow passengers to enjoy horizon-to-horizon views
• A leisurely speed for a relaxed journey – typically 20-60 knots
• Lower cruising altitudes for incredible views and open windows
• True comfort with hotel-style bedrooms, showers, and dining areas

A sustainable vision for air travel
Airlander offers a unique combination of low emissions, fuel burn, noise, and operating costs. With major developments into new green technology planned, we’re confident we’ll continue to lead the industry for efficiency and environmental performance.

Smart engineering with attractive returns
Airlander is designed to be a reliable aircraft with low operating costs and an efficient maintenance regime, providing an attractive long-term investment. To explore the economics in detail, contact us for a discussion of your specific requirements.

To learn more about Airlander’s exciting potential for tourism, visit airlander.co.uk